ON ISOMORPHISMS OF GEOMETRICALLY FINITE MOBIUS GROUPS
and G is said to be geometrically finite if it is a discrete Mobius group and has a hyperbolic fundamental domain in IP 4 ' 1 with a finite number effaces, cf. iB. In this paper we consider two geometrically finite Mobius groups G and G' and an isomorphism <p : G -> G'; <p is type-preserving if it carries parabolic elements (see i C) ofG bijectively onto parabolic elements ofG'. If A, A' C J^ u IP 4 " 1 , A is G-invariant and A' is G'-invariant, we say that a map f: A -> A' induces 9 if f{g(x)) == <p(^) {f{x)) for every g e G and x eA; we say also that f is G-compatible.
In section 3 we show that any type-preserving isomorphism cp : G -> G' is induced by a unique homeomorphism f^: L(G) -> L(G') of the limit sets (Theorem 3.3). It satisfies a property similar to quasiconformality, called quasisymmetry. If L(G) = L(G') == Rî t has been long known (see 3G) that such a homeomorphism f^ always exists and that this homeomorphism is quasiconformal if n > i. The existence of such a map f^ was essential for Mostow's rigidity theorem which is equivalent to the fact that^q, is a Mobius transformation (if L(G) == L(G') == K 1 ). The proof of the existence offy in our situation is essentially the same as the proof in case that the limit set is R". Quasiconformal maps of R", n> i, are absolutely continuous. It was this fact that made possible Mostow's proof that fy is then a Mobius transformation. More generally, if one knows that /y is absolutely continuous with respect to some measures of L(G) and L(G') (which are the Lebesgue measures if L(G) = L(G') == R"), then f^ is the restriction of a Mobius transformation ( [34] ).
In addition, [35, Theorem D] implies that if there is x e L(G) which is not fixed by a parabolic g e G {x is then a radial point of G (cf. [35, (Ai) ]) by Theorem 2.4 below) such that/q, is so regular at x that the differential of/y at x can be defined and has a non-zero Jacobian, then f^ is the restriction of a Mobius transformation.
We then show that if L(G) + K 1 and if /: R^I^G) -> R^I^G) is a homeomorphism inducing 9, then 9 is type-preserving if n > i and that then /and f^ define together a homeomorphism/' inducing 9. (This is true also if n = i, but now one must assume separately that 9 is type-preserving.) In addition, /' is quasiconformal if/ is (when n > i) and the dilatation is not increased in the extension to the limit set (Theorem 3.8). This latter fact allows the following complement of Mostow's rigidity theorem for the case L(G) + R", n> i. If/is conformal (that is, / is i-quasiconformal and for n ^_ 3 this means that/is a Mobius transformation when restricted to some component of R^L^G)), then the extension/' is also conformal. But conformal homeomorphisms ofR n are Mobius transformations and hence so is/'. Clearly, this result is consistent with Mostow's theorem for L(G) = R", as was already observed by Marden for n == 2 [14, Theorem 8.1].
In the final section we consider Kleinian groups of R 2 and examine when an isomorphism 9 : G -> G' of two geometrically finite groups is induced by a homeomorphism F of H 3 == H 3 u R 2 . We call such an isomorphism 9 geometric. We first give a new proof (Theorem 4.2) of a theorem originally due to Marden [14] according to which 9 is geometric if there is a homeomorphism /: R2\L(G) ->R2\L(G') inducing 9. Our proof is based on the above mentioned result on the quasiconformality of the map defined by/and/y as well as on a theorem according to which a quasiconformal and G-compatible map of R 2 can be extended to a quasiconformal and G-compatible homeomorphism of H 3 (cf. Reimann [26] , Thurston [29, chapter n] and [32, iE] ). Finally (Theorem 4.7), we characterize geometric isomorphisms of geometrically finite groups of R 2 by properties which are generalizations of the Fenchel-Nielsen intersecting-axis condition for Fuchsian groups (cf. 4G).
iB. Geometrically finite groups. -We now give a precise definition of a geometrically finite group. First observe that the action of a Mobius group G of R" can be automatically extended to ET^ = IP-n u R" and therefore we do not distinguish n+l , that int^ F is a component of int^H n BD) and that F = cl^intHF).
Then F is a polyhedron of H and we define inductively an z-face of D as a face of an [i + i)-face of D (and an (n + i)-face of D as the closure of a component of int D).
If G is a discrete Mobius group ofR 71 , we say that a polyhedron D of IP 4 ' 1 is a fundamental polyhedron of G if ^(D), g e G, is a locally finite cover of IP-^ and if g{int D) n int D = 0 for g e G\{id}. The group G is geometrically finite, if it has a finite-sided fundamental polyhedron D such that g(D) n D 4= 0 for only finitely many g e G.
There is an important case in which G is always geometrically finite. Let M,-(IP-^HG^/G,
i.e. MQ is the orbit space associated to G. We say that a discrete group is of compact type if MQ is compact. For any discrete G, the Dirichlet fundamental polyhedron with center ^eH" Thus groups of compact type are geometrically finite. However, not all geometrically finite groups are of compact type, but then MQ can be compactified by the addition of a finite number of points corresponding to the conjugacy classes of parabolic elements of G (Theorem 2.4). In fact, a geometrically finite group is of compact type if and only if it does not contain parabolic elements (Corollary 2.5).
Many of our proofs could be considerably simplified for groups of compact type. For instance, entire Section 2 can then be omitted. We have written this paper in such a way that the parts needed only in the non-compact case can be easily skipped if wished. Also, if one is interested only of the case n = 2, many complications can be avoided. Then most of the theorems of Section 2 can be either omitted or their proofs simplified. This is due to the fact that orientation preserving Mobius transformation of R 2 fixing oo are just the translations x \-> x + CL of R 2 .
iC. Definitions and notations. , we set G^ == {g e G : ^(A) == A} and Gr^ = G,,. They are the stabilizers of A and v. The set A is G-invariant if G^ == G. The limit set L(G) of a discrete G lies entirely in R" and we set (^^R^HG); it is the ordinary set of G. A parabolic fixed point of G is a point fixed by some parabolic g e G. A discrete Mobius group is elementary if L(G) consists of at most two points.
Let X C R". Then the hyperbolic convex hull Go(X) of Xis the small est closed and (hyperbolically) convex subset of IP 4 " 1 such that
This is well-defined if X +{A*} in which case we set Co(X) = 0.
The hyperbolic convex hull HQ C IP ^ofa discrete Mobius group G ofR n is defined by
IfG is of compact type, then H^/G is compact. In fact, ifL(G) consists of at least two points, then G is of compact type if and only if HQ/G is compact, as a simple argument shows. However, we do not need this fact. We denote by ^, . . ., e^ the standard basis ofR^ and R^ k <_ TZ, is regarded as a subspace of K 1 with basis ^, ..., e^. The euclidean distance of two points is | a -b |. The closed euclidean ball with center x and radius r >_ o is denoted by B(.y, r) or B^-v, r) if we wish to emphasize the dimension of R". We set B"(r) = B^o, r) and B" = B^i).
A ball of R" is a set of the form ^(B") where g is some Mobius transformation. Similarly, a k-sphere of R" is of the form g^), k<_n.
In addition to the euclidean metric we will use several other metrics in this paper. The hyperbolic metric of IP 4 ' 1 is denoted by d and the spherical metric ofR^yy; q is normalized in such a way that the y-diameter of R" equals i. In Section 3 we will also consider the quasihyperbolic metric ky of a proper subdomain U of R^ The diameter of a set A is fif(A), ^(A), etc., and the distance of a point a from A is d(a, A), q(a, A), etc.
As is customary we denote by d{A) and by d{a, A) also the euclidean diameter of a set and the euclidean distance of a from A. If it is not clear from the context whether we mean the euclidean or the hyperbolic metric, we will indicate which one we mean. The boundary of a set A is bd A or, if sufficiently regular, ^A. The interior of A is int A, the closure cl A. These operations are mostly taken in R^ R^1 or IPâ nd sometimes we use subscripts, bd^, cl^, etc., to denote the space where they are taken, if this is not otherwise clear.
We use the following slight extension of the notion of quasiconformality: Let X C R^ n> i, be a set such that X == cl(int X) + 0 and let /: X ->W be an embedding. Then f is quasiconformal (or K.-quasiconformal) if there is K^ i such tha,tf is in each component of int X an (orientation reversing or preserving) K-quasiconformal embedding [40] . A map /: X -^ R n is conformal if it is i-quasiconformal.
The identity map of a set is id and we extend affine maps of VJ 1 to R" by the rule 00 1-> 00.
PARABOLIC CUSPS
In this section we study stabilizers of parabolic fixed point of a discrete group G and the action of the group near a parabolic fixed point. Much of it is known (e.g. Theorem 2.1) at least in principle although I have not always found it in published form for general n (e.g. Theorem 2.4). Here we group together these results for easy reference and prove some additional results needed in the sequel.
After this paper was completed, I was informed of B. Apanasov's work [2, 3, 4 ] which contains results partly overlapping with the beginning of this section, especially with Theorem 2.4. His definition of a geometrically finite group is different but leads to the same class of groups.
2A. Stabilizer of a point. -We now examine the groups that can occur as stabilizers of a point for a discrete group. These are well-known groups and we summarize the results we need in Theorem 2.1.
We say that a group is loxodromic or parabolic if every element of infinite order is loxodromic or parabolic, respectively, and if there are elements of infinite order. Proof. -We can assume that v = oo. If every g e G is of finite order, then G\{id} consists of elliptic elements. Thus g \ R", g e G, is a euclidean isometry and Wolf [42, 3.2.8] implies that G is finite.
Assume then that there is a loxodromic g e G. We can assume that the fixed points ofg are o and oo. We show that every h e G also fixes o and oo. Assume that there is h e G not fixing o (it fixes oo by assumption). Then g' = hgh~1 is loxodromic with the same multiplier as g and does not fix o. Let ^ == g^ gg^^ and let ^ fix a'e RŴ e can assume that a, -^ o as i -> oo. Since g, and g have the same multiplier, a contradiction with discreteness follows. Thus every g e G of infinite order is loxodromic. It follows that there is such a tripartite division of the groups G as claimed.
If G is loxodromic, and if every g e G fixes o and oo as we can assume, then every g e G is of the form (1.2). Let <p be the map g \-> ^, ^ > o as in (i. 2) . Then <p is a homomorphism ofG to the multiplicative group of positive real numbers and the image 9(G) is infinite cyclic by discreteness. Hence there is an infinite cyclic subgroup H such that 9 | H is injective. Then G/H is finite.
So, to conclude the proof, we must now only prove cases a) -d) for parabolic G. Then every g | R"
4 -1 is a euclidean isometry. Thus g{x, t) == {g{x), t) if g e G, x e R"
and t^ o and to prove our theorem, it suffices to consider the action of G only in R". Then Wolf [42, 3.2.8 and 3.2.9] imply that G has a free abelian subgroup G* of finite index and that there is a G*-invariant A-plane V* C R", o < k < n, such that V*/G* is compact and that the map g \-> g \ V* is an injective map into the translations of V*. Since G contains parabolic elements, k + o. If V* = R\ then every g e G* has the form (2.1) by (1.3).
We next prove d). We can assume that G* 3 H' and that V = R 3 for some q. has a basis of vectors of this form, it follows that V^' is parallel to R^. Consequently the "barycenter 59 V, which is obviously G-invariant, is parallel to R 9 , too. It follows by (1.3) that V/H' is compact and hence also V/G. Thus d) is true. Now, applying d) to G* and V*, we find a G-invariant ^-plane V, o < k < n, such that V/G is compact. If V == R^, then (1.2) and (1.3) imply that every g e G has the form (2.1). This expression also implies that if V is another G-invariant A'-plane, then V and V are parallel, that k' >_k and that V'/G is compact if and only if k == k'. We have proved a) and b).
Finally, c) is true for H == G* since G* is free abelian. To get the decomposition RH-A ^ -w 4. ^ ^ _^ ^v^ embed R^ into C^ and consider the complex eigenspaces of the orthogonal maps of'R n~k defined by (2. i) for he H. Since elements of H commute, we can find a decomposition not depending on A e H. The theorem is proved.
2B. Rank of parabolic elements. -Let G be a discrete Mobius group of R" and let v e L(G) be a point fixed by some parabolic g e G. Then G,, is a parabolic group whose elements fix v e R
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. Hence Theorem 2. i can be applied and we define that the number k in Theorem 2.1 a) is the rank of v. If g e Gy is parabolic, we also say that k is the rank of g. Thus the rank of v or g depends also on G. The next lemma shows that elements of G of rank k > i can be characterized algebraically.
If H is a group containing a free abelian subgroup Ho of finite index, we say that the rank k of Ho is also the rank of H. Obviously, this does not depend on Ho . Proof. -Obviously g e Gy. Ifgis parabolic, Theorem 2.1 c) implies that Gy has a free abelian subgroup of finite index. If g is loxodromic, choose v G V and consider G,,. Theorem 2.1 implies that G,, C Gy. Now, every h e Gy either fixes the points ofV or interchanges them. Thus Gy is of finite index in Gy and Theorem 2. i then implies that Gy has a free abelian subgroup Ho of finite index. Moreover, the rank of Ho is now i. Consequently Gy can have rank k > i only if g is parabolic and then k is the rank of g. Obviously always k >; i.
To show the maximality of Gy, let H 9 g be another subgroup of G containing We will need the fact that in an infinite collection of disjoint cusps the spherical diameters tend to zero. This is a consequence of IfG is fixed, we often say simply that U and V are cusp neighbourhoods ofv. Always, when we speak of cusp neighbourhoods, we mean G-cusp neighbourhoods for some G.
If v is a parabolic fixed point of rank n, then cusp neighbourhoods ofy in R/" are not defined since we have not defined /z-cusps ofR" (these would be empty sets). However, cusp neighbourhoods in IP 4 ' 1 are well-defined. In fact, a parabolic fixed point of rank n has always cusp neighbourhoods in IP The next theorem shows that if G is geometrically finite, every parabolic fixed point has cusp neighbourhoods. Furthermore, Mg and MQ become compact if we add to them the equivalence classes of parabolic fixed points of G; for MQ we add only the equivalence classes of parabolic fixed points of rank < n. These classes are finite in number and we let such a point Gu have as a basis of neighbourhoods sets of the form (Uu{y})/G or (Vu{y})/G when U and V run through the set of cusp neighbourhoods ofv in Vi.
n+l or in R", respectively. The compact space so obtained is called the cuspcompactification of MQ or M^. 
is
compact and does not intersect L(G); furthermore^ given compact X C clD\L(G), there is compact Y such that X C Y C cl D\L(G) and that every component of (IP-^L^G^GY is a G-cusp neighbourhood (in W'^1) of some v e GLj); c) every parabolic fixed point of G is conjugate to some v eLp (and thus has a G-cusp neighbourhood).
Proof. -This theorem is for the most part folklore on Mobius groups but we give some explanation.
We prove first that the set L^ of a) is finite. Let v eLj). Let F^ be an z^-face ofD of minimal dimension z\ such that v e cLF^. Let ^i(D), ..., gy(D) be the elements of {g(D) : g & G} such that v e cl(F^ n ^(D)); their number is finite since g(D) n D =t= 0 for only finitely many many g e G.
There is &(D) such that ^,(D) has an ig-face Fg for which v e cl Fg and F^ n Fg = 0 since otherwise there would be a neighbourhood V of v such that V n^(D) = 0 for g e G\{g^, . . .5^}. This is impossible since v eL(G). We can assume that Zg is minimal for Fg satisfying these conditions. Let Hj be the hyperbolic z.-plane such that F. C H,. Then the minimality of z\ and ^ implies that there is a neighbourhood U of v such that H, n U = E, n U.
This and the minimality of ^ and ^ again imply that H^ n Hg == 0. This means that aii and BHg are tangent to each other at v e cl H^ n cl Hg. Then (2.3) clHindH2=clFi nclF^={v}. Let X = {^ e G : v e cl ^(D)}. If X is finite, then v has a neighbourhood V such that V n^(D) = 0 for 5 e G\X which is impossible since v eL(G). Since we now know that LJ) is finite, this fact implies that the stabilizer G,, of v is infinite. Thus G must contain a loxodromic or parabolic element g fixing v, cf. Theorem 2.1.
However, g cannot be loxodromic. To see this, let L be the hyperbolic line joining the points fixed by g in case g is loxodromic. Then every neighbourhood of every y e L intersects infinitely many ^(D), k eZ. This is impossible and thus v is a parabolic fixed point of G.
We then show that v has cusp neighbourhoods. We can assume that v == oo. Let VQ == y, ^i, ..., y, be the points of L^ conjugate to v, v == g^v,) for some gi e G {go = id) and set
We first prove: To prove (*), note first that y is locally finite in H"+ 1 by the definition of a fundamental polyhedron. We prove that it is also locally finite in ^^2;}= R\ The finite-sidedness of ^(D) implies that there is some (small) u > o such that if eI^ncl^D), geG,,i<r, then there is y' e B^j/, u) such that {y',u) eint^(D) (remember that elements of G^ are euclidean isometrics of R^. Thus, if ^ were'not locally finite at j^eR^ we could find a point y eB^^^) nH n + l such that y is not locally finite aty. Since 3^ is locally finite at y e IP+ 1 , as we observed above, this is a contradiction and ^ is locally finite in IP In addition, we can assume that M is so big that (2.5) is true for all
which is a finite set. We now claim that if y e R" and d{y, R^) > M then Then U^ is a Gy-invariant ^-cusp. If t is big enough, clU,CD,u{y}C (H^^G)) u{u} by (2.4) and (2.6). Also, for big t,
U,n&.(U,)=0
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for o < i <^ r. This implies that g(Uf) n U< == 0 for g e G\G,,. Thus U< is a cusp neighbourhood of v for big t and we have proved a).
To prove b), it suffices to show that if v e LJ) and if U is a cusp neighbourhood ofy, then v has an ordinary neighbourhood V in H^1 such that
To see this, let M^ = (H^^U u{v }))/€" and note that My is compact. This follows by (2.1) since in (2.1) M,, corresponds to a set of the form H^1 n (R^B^-^/G which is compact since R^/G is. aE. The convex hull of L(G). -In this section we study the hyperbolic convex hull HQ of the limit set L(G) (see (i .5)) near a parabolic fixed point of G.
We first prove the following lemma in which, for X C R", GOeJX) is the euclidean convex hull of X, i.e. the smallest convex set of K^ containing X. The hyperbolic convex hull Co(X) was defined in (1.4).
Then there is m> o such that
GOe,e(X)x[m,Oo)CGo(Xu{oo}).
b) Let P be an orthogonal map of R^ and assume that ^{x) + x for all x eR^o}.
Then there are integers n^ and numbers \ > o for o < i <_ q with S \ = i such that
sx.ro=o for all x e R".
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Proof of a). -We can assume that B^ is generated affinely by X. Then
Co^(X) = U {A : A a non-degenerate Tz-simplex with vertices in X}.
Since the number of ^-simplexes A above is finite, we can assume that X = {^y, . . ., x^} where ^ are the vertices of a non-degenerate simplex. Then Co(X u{oo}) is the non-euclidean simplex with vertices XQ, . . ., x^ and oo and a) follows. In b), let R^ == V^ + ... + V^ where V, are one-or two-dimensional subspaces orthogonal to each other and such that (B(V^) == V^. If V^ is one-dimensional, then (3(^) == -x for x e V, and if V^ is two-dimensional, (B | V, 4= id and is a rotation through the angle ^.
Let 
Thus always o-S^(^)
for some ^ and ^ > o, Sv» = i, which do not depend on x^. If we replace x by Sv^^), then x^ == o. Repeating this process, we obtain x^ == o. After y steps we obtain b). 
Proo/'. -We assume that v == oo, R^ is Gy-invariant and R^/Gy is compact. Let H C G^ be a subgroup of finite index such that R 71 -^ can be decomposed as Rn-fc ^ ^ _^_ ^ _^_ _ ^ ^_ ^ ^ such a way that then (2.2) is true for h eH. Pick x eIi{G) n R^ Applying now Lemma 2.6 b), possibly more than once, we find elements Ai, ..., h e H such that there is
where u e R^ and ^ e W. Remark. -Unless (B(L(G)) C R"* for some m < n and some Mobius transformation (B, we can choose a in such a way that instead of (2.7) we have the stronger inclusion (2.12)
To see this, choose first in the above proof a non-degenerate ^-simplex A with vertices in L(G) n R^ and pick x e int A. Replacing the number x in (2.9) with this x and arguing as above, we get the result since then (2.11) can be strengthened to
for some r > o.
aF. A convergence theorem. -We now prove a theorem which we need later when we, in Theorem 3.8, extend a quasiconformal map il(G) ->ti(G') of ordinary sets to the limit set in case there are parabolic elements in the groups.
We first prove the following simple lemma. Proof. -By compactness of (R^TrZ^ we can find integers q^ .. ., q^ such that for every integer p there is q. such that {p -q^) a^ e V for all i <_ r. Let N == max | ^. Next we find r^ > r^ such that for every z e R" with d{Zy R^) '>_ r^ there is an integer q for which and for which (2.18) is true. The first inequality is obvious and the second follows from the first using (2.18). Let z' ==f{z). Then fW{z)) = Aj(^'). Now (2.16) and (2.19) imply
This and (2.18) imply nd we finally get that the rightmost inequality of (2.14) is true for M = 2HMi + Mg/î f M 2l ^r This proves the lemma.
As a consequence we obtain the following uniform continuity property fory. Proof. -In the following, uniform convergence means uniform convergence in the spherical metric. We also pass several times to subsequences which are denoted in the same manner as the original sequences.
By passing to a subsequence, we obtain that a^ -> a, e K 1 and b^ -> b, e W as j -^oo. By (2.27), the points ^ are distinct and so are ^. It is convenient to assume that (a.28) ^,+oo +i.
•y -T ----T -ŵ hich can always be obtained by slightly changing the points a^ (and by slightly decreasing s). However, it still may be that ^ = oo or ^.==00.
We can assume that ^ = ^ = oo, 81=82=== R^ and that R^U = B^ X B"-ŵ hich means that we have the situation of Lemma 2.9. Furthermore, there are Mobius transformations h^ and h^ such that Ay -^ A, uniformly as j -> oo and that j&j( 00 ) == 00 -Then, if we replace g^ by Ay.^y, we can assume that &j(oo) = oo for all ij. Observe that now all maps/, fj and g^ fix oo. Obviously, (2.28) can be assumed to be still valid.
Thus g^ | R^ is a similarity. Hence there are numbers c^ > o such that
for all .v.je R". By passing to a subsequence we obtain that
as j -> oo. We shall show that one of the following cases occurs:
(ii) o < <*i < oo and o < c^ < oo,
The proof is based on the fact that by (2.25) By passing to a subsequence, we can find t > o such that for allj either
If (a) is true, then intB^^.^.), t) n (R^U) = 0 and hence intB W (^,^,)n(R n \U,)==0.
Letting j ~> oo, a^ -> a^ + oo and t/c^ -> oo. Now a^y a^ e R"^^.. Hence k == 3 and <z^, a^ ^ int B n (^, ifc^. It would follow that q{a\^ a^ -> o as j -> oo, a contradiction with (2.27). Hence (a) is impossible.
If ( for all j. Remember that f. == g^fgij ^d hence mtB"(^,,^,)n^(V,)=0.
If now j -> oo, this again implies that (V,.))->o.
Consequently, if (i) is true, the conclusion a) of our theorem is valid. Next we consider case (ii). First, choose k as in (2.34). There is m 4= k such that also a^ =(= oo. Hence the distances |%--^| are bounded. Then (ii) and (2.30) imply that also the distances \b^ -b^\ are bounded and thus also b^ 4= oo. Since {k, m} n {i, 2} =(= 0, we can assume, possibly by changing notation that (2.35) ^i + oo ^bL et Di C R^U be a compact set such that G^ Di = R n \U. Let Da ==/(Di) which is also compact. For every j there is gj e G^ such that ^-(^(^i,)) e D^. Let •=^and^,=9C?,)&y. Then^ = ^1/^., U, = ^(U) and V, = ^(V). This means that we can replace g^ by g[..
If this replacement is made, gij{aij) varies in the compact set Di. Similarly, g^{b^) =/(^.(^.)) varies in the compact set D^. Since the numbers c^ are bounded away from o and oo, we can obtain by passing to a subsequence that there are similarities gâ nd g^ of If* such that g^ ->• g^ uniformly in the spherical metric as j -> oo. It follows that
uniformly in the spherical metric. Hence, in case (ii), conclusion b) of our theorem is valid.
Finally we consider case (iii). This is the most complicated case. We first show that by passing to a subsequence we can obtain that Exactly as in case (ii), using (2.37) and (2.36) instead of (2.30), we see now that we can assume that (2.35) is true also in case (iii).
Let ^ = d{o, ^W). Then ^ < |^.| + d{a^ g^W) = |^| + i/^ since gij^ij) e^ x ^n~k' Similarly r^ <_ b^ + t]c^ for some t>_ o. Since a^ =(= oo =t= bî t follows that the numbers r^, are bounded. Then, arguing as in the third paragraph of this proof, we can assume that
(R^) == R\
Choose now an affine map aofR^, r > o and M ^ i such that (2.13) and (2.14) are true. Definê Now we are in a position to apply the compactness properties of quasiconformal mappings. We apply Vaisala [40, 19.2 and 20.5 ] to the maps ^ | Uj; these theorems assume that^ is defined on a fixed set U^ but since, in an obvious topology of subsets of R^ Uj tends to R^R^ as j -> oo, we can easily modify them to fit the present case. Also, if k == n -i, we must consider separately the two components of U-. Then these theorems imply that there is a map h: R^R^ -> R^1 such that f-{x) -> h(x) for every x e R^R^ and that the convergence is uniform on every compact set of R^R^. Furthermore, [40, 2i. i] implies that h restricted to a component A of R^R^ is either an embedding or a constant. However, (2.42) implies that h \ A cannot be a constant. In addition, (2.42) also implies that ^(R^R^CR". Obviously, h is an embedding also if k == n -i.
Next we extend h to the whole R n by setting A(oo) == oo and h | R^ = [B. Then (2.41) and (2.42) imply that h is a homeomorphism of R^ To show that f-->h uniformly in R" it suffices to show that if ^., x e R n and x^ -> x, then f.{x) ->h{x).
If x e R^R^ this follows from the above and if x e R^, this is a consequence of (2.41) and (2.42). Hence in case (iii) the conclusion b) is valid and the theorem is proved.
Remarks i. -The assumption that /1 U is quasiconformal was needed only in case (iii) which can occur if and only if lim sup (sup {q(x, U.) : x e R^) == o.
2. -If n + 4, one could simplify the above proof using Sullivan's theorem that homeomorphisms of quasiconformal manifolds can be approximated by quasiconformal ones ( [28] and [38, 4.4] ). In the present proof (after the normalizations of the first paragraph) these theorems (we can assume that R"/G, is a manifold by passing to a subgroup of finite index) would imply that there is a quasiconformal homeomorphism g : R" ->R» inducing 9 such that \g{x) -f{x) | ^ i for all x eR" and that g | R"^ x B"-^)) =f\ R^R 6 x B"-^)).
Now the compactness properties of quasiconformal mappings would simplify case (iii) of the above proof and in addition Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 could be omitted; from Lemma 2.10 we would need only (2.25) which is independent of Lemma 2.9.
THE MAP OF THE LIMIT SETS
In this section we consider a type-preserving isomorphism 9 : G -> G' of two geometrically finite groups of R" and show that there is always a homeomorphism / of the limit sets inducing <p (Theorem 3.3). The proof of the existence of/, is the same as in the case of finite hyperbolic volume. Thus we consider first hyperbolic pseudoisometries and then extend them to the boundary. Our second main theorem in this section is Theorem 3.8 where we show that a homeomorphism /: Q(G) -^Q(G') of the ordinary sets which induces y can always be extended to the limit set to a homeomorphism ofR" inducing <p; moreover, the extension is quasiconformal if/is. 
(v)'(o) = o). We also say that / is
•^-quasisymmetric if it satisfies (3.1) with this particular T). The embedding/is said to be locally quasisymmetric if every x e X has a neighbourhood U such that/j U is quasisymmetric. By means of auxiliary Mobius transformations we can extend the definition of local quasisymmetry to embeddings X -> R" 1 , X C R". Quasisymmetric embeddings were discussed in [37] and they are a natural generalization of quasiconformal maps. For instance, a homeomorphism ofR" is quasiconformal if and only if it is quasisymmetric. If n = i, our definition of quasisymmetric maps of R 1 can be shown to be equivalent with the usual definition of quasisymmetric maps [13, II. 7. i] except that one customarily considers only increasing maps. 
for all x,y e X; in this case we also say that F is a (<:i, c^-pseudo-isometry. Thus pseudoisometries are always Lipschitz maps in the hyperbolic metric. Pseudo-isometries were introduced by Mostow [23] . Their importance comes from the following extension theorem which is essentially due to Efremovilch and Tihomirova [6] .
Theorem 3.1. -Let X, Y C H n+l and assume that X is convex in the hyperbolic geometry.
In the case F(oo) == oo e X', F is moreover r\-quasisymmetric for some T) depending only on q and c^.
Proof. -This can be proved exactly as in [29, 5 . Q .2-5.9.5]. We observe only that obviously F(X') == Y' if d{z, F(X)) is bounded for z eY and add some remarks concerning quasisymmetry of F' | X' n B^. If oo ^ X' u F(X'), then it suffices to show that F | X' is locally quasisymmetric by [37, 2.23 ]. Thus we can assume, by composing with auxiliary Mobius transformations, that oo e X' and that F(oo) == oo. Then the argument in [29, 5.9 .4 and 5.9.6] can easily be adapted to show that F | X' n R^ is Tj-quasisymmetric for some T] depending only on c^ and c^.
Remark. -Actually, it would suffice in Theorem 3.1 that F is a (^, ^"P^udo-isometry G ->Y where G C IP^ is a set such that d{z, X) <_ M for some M > o and all z e X. Of course, now T] would depend also on M, in addition to c^ and c^. This can be proved like the above weaker version.
3C. The map of the limit sets. -If G and G' are geometrically finite, non-elementary groups of B^ and if 9 : G -> G' is a type-preserving isomorphism, it is fairly easy to construct a pseudo-isometry F : H^ ->HG, of the convex hulls of the limit sets (cf. (1.5)) which induces 9. Then we get by Theorem 3.1 the homeomorphism fy: L(G) -> L(G') inducing 9 whose construction is the central point of this section.
The idea of the map of the limit sets can be traced back to Nielsen [24] (if n == i and H^/G compact). Mostow [22] realized the importance of f^ for the rigidity of hyperbolic space forms and Margulis [17] showed that/y exists whenever H n+l |G and IP'^/G' are compact; the general finite-volume case (n> i) follows by Prasad [25] . (If n == i, one must assume in addition that <p is type-preserving in the general finitevolume case.) If n == 2, Floyd [7] implies the existence offy in the compact case.
We need the following lemma on type-preserving isomorphisms. It explains why in Mostow's rigidity theorem one need not assume that the isomorphism is type-preserving (in this case all parabolic elements have rank n). Next lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2. 
Let then A C tl(G) be a G-invariant set such that A/G is finite and let f: A -> Q(G') be an embedding inducing 9. Then f and f^ define a homeomorphism h:
Proof. -Setting A == 0, we get the first part of the theorem from the second. If L(G) u A is infinite, then h maps necessarily the attractive fixed point of a loxodromic g eG to the attractive fixed point of 9^) (which is also loxodromic). Since these points are dense in L(G) (except ifL(G) = a point), the map h is unique; obviously h is also unique if L(G) = a point.
We assume now that L(G) u A is infinite since otherwise either G is finite or A = 0 and L(G) contains at most two points, and these cases are easily dealt with.
Denote by
the convex hulls (cf. (1.4) ). Then, in view of Theorem 3.1, our theorem follows from Proof. -This can be proved like [29, 5.9 . i]. Since our situation differs from that of Thurston and since we also allow parabolic and elliptic elements, we describe the proof in some detail. For groups of compact type it could be simplified as in Margulis [17] (if A = 0) since then HQ/G is compact.
Let P(G) and P(G') be the set of parabolic fixed points of G and G', respectively. If v eA, let v' ==f (v) . If v e P(G), let v' e P(G') be the point such that if g e Gî s parabolic, then 9^) e G^. By Lemma 2.2, v' does not depend on the choice of g. 
Then Ho is G-invariant, HQ is G'-invariant and HQ/G and HQ/G' are compact. This follows easily from Theorem 2.4 b).
Next we find a G-invariant triangulation Kofa neighbourhood of the pair (Ho, &Ho) in (H^^int B, 8E) such that K/G is a finite triangulation and that every simplex of K touches at most one By. Thus every T eK has an affine structure. We will now define a map F^: K -> H' which induces 9 as follows. In order that F^ be Lipschitz (in hyperbolic metric), K must regular enough, for instance a G^-triangulation. If P(G) = 0, we could assume that simplexes of K are hyperbolic simplexes.
Let K' be the barycentric subdivision of K. We first define F^ : K -> H' for vertices of K'. These can be defined otherwise arbitrarily, one only takes care that Fî nduces 9 and that Fi{x) e S^ if x e 5By. Observe that the hyperbolic element of length induces on 8B^\{v} and 8W^\{v'} metrics which are similar to the euclidean metric ofl^; then the groups Gy and G'^ act as groups of similarities on these sets, respectively. Thus, if T C 81Sy is a simplex of K', we can let F^ | T be the unique affine extension. Then F^(T) C Sy C H'. Suppose then that we have defined F^ in all {i -i)-simplexes of K. Let T' cj: 8Q be an z-simplex of K' such that T' C T where T is an z-simplex of K. Then there is a vertex a of T' such that a e int T and that the face T" of T' opposite to a lies in the (z -i)-skeleton of K. If x e T", let ^ be the segment of T' (in the affine structure of T') with endpoints a and x. If we set now F^(jj == the hyperbolic segment with endpoints Fi(a) and Fi(A;) and that F^ [ s^ is a linear stretch (in the respective structures), we get an extension ofF^ to T'. It is obvious that in this manner we get a map F^ : K -> H' which is locally Lipchitz (if K is regular enough) and for which We then extend F^ to K^ = K u {^ e IP^ : A: is on a hyperbolic ray with endpoints v e P(G) u A and u e ^By n K}. By Theorem 2.7 we can choose K so big that KI D H, which we now assume. Choose v^ ..., ^ e P(G) u A such that every v e P(G) u A is conjugate under G to exactly one y,. Let a, and (3, be Mobius transformations of H n+l such that oc,(aB^.) = K 1 x {i } u {00} == (B,(aBy. We extend now Pi to K^nB^. by requiring that, if a," 1^, i) e K, (B,Fi a," 1 | {x} X [i, oo) is of the form {x, t) \-> (j^, t), ^ i. Then FJ K^ n B^. is G^.-compatible and the extension to other sets B,, n K^ is by G-compatibility. Then obviously we get a map FI : KI ->-H' which induces 9.
We claim that there is L > o such that
for all x,jy e H. It is obvious by the definition ofF^ that, given z e H, there is L == Lg and a neighbourhood U == Ug of z such that (3.5) is true for all x, y e U n H. We can assume that L == L^ is bounded if z varies in a set X such that X/G is compact, for instance if z e Ho. In view of the definition of F^ in B, we can now find an L > o such that (3.5) is true locally in H. Then the convexity ofH implies that (3.5) is true globally in H. That is, F^ is Lipschitz. We repeat the above process and get a Lipschitz map Fg: Kg -> H inducing y" , then k^ is the usual hyperbolic metric of U. This metric was first studied by Gehring and Palka in [8] . We need the following two properties of the quasihyperbolic metric. 
Proof. -We can assume that \x -^|^|^ -2\> o. Let e > o. Then there is a rectifiable path yjoming^ and x such that ky(x,jy) + s>_ j \du\ld(u, 8\3). Thus (3.8) M+^f^du\ld{u,8V)^f^du\l\u^z\^log{\x-z\l\y -z\).
This implies the lemma since e > o was arbitrary. 3E. Extension to the limit set. -Now we can extend a G-compatible homeomorphism t2(G) -> t2(G') of the ordinary sets to the limit sets. In the compact case our extension theorem is contained almost entirely in If, in addition, oo e L(G) and /p(oo) == oo, then there is a homeomorphism
whenever z e L(G) n P", A;,J/ e (L(G) u B) n IT and \y -2: | = p | x -z |.
Pro(/. -We can assume that 0 4= L(G) a oo and that /p(oo) == oo, /p as in Theorem 3.3. Since G and G' are geometrically finite, there is a set A C B such that A/G is finite and that, for every u e B, there is v e A such that u and v are in a component of Q(G) and that f\u) and /'(v) are in a component of Q(G'). Furthermore, possibly by adding points to B, we can assume that f \ A is an embedding. It now follows by Theorem 3.3 that there is a homeomorphism T] : We first show that (3.10) is true. It suffices to prove only the right-hand inequality which then implies the left-hand inequality. Let x,y, z be as in (3.10) . We can assume that y =t= z + x. Define y' e L(G) u A as follows. If y e L(G), we set y' ==jy. Otherwise, we let y' e A be a point such that y and y' are in a component U of n(G), f\y) and f\y'} are in a component of Q(G') and that k^y.y') <_ Mo and ^'(/(j)?/^^')) ^ Mo$ we have seen above that there is always suchy. Define x' similarly. Then Lemma 3. We then show that/' is continuous. It suffices to show that/' is continuous at an arbitrary point x e L(G). We have assumed that L(G) contains more than one point. Then we can assume that x =t= oo; if x = oo, we only change the normalization of/y. If L(G) = a point = {oo}, then every g e G u G' is an isometry of R" (Theorem 2.1). Since B/G and/(B)/G' are compact, the continuity of f \ A u {00} easily implies the continuity of f.
Obviously, it now follows that f is an embedding if/ is.
Remark. -One could show in addition that, if oo e L(G) and if /p(oo) = oo, then /' | (L(G) u B) n If* is quasisymmetric whenever / is a locally quasisymmetric embedding. However, the proof would be fairly complicated and since (3.10) suffices for Theorem 3.8 (only for n = i it would simplify the proof), we omit it. Proof. -We first remark that if 0(G)/G and Q(G')/G' are compact, the theorem is almost entirely contained in Lemma 3.7. Indeed, by Theorem 2.4 c), every parabolic g e G or g' e G' must have rank n; then Lemma 3.2 implies that 9 is type-preserving also if n >: 2. Now it follows by Lemma 3.7 that/' is an embedding and hence a homeomorphism of R" inducing 9.
If n'>_ 2, then/' is quasiconformal if the linear dilatation of/' is bounded for z e R"\{ oo, /'"^(oo)}. If/ is quasiconformal, then H(^) is bounded for ^^(Gy^oo./'-^oo)}; and it is bounded for z e L(G)\{ oo./'-^oo)} by (3.10) . Hence/' is quasiconformal if/is quasiconformal or if Q(G) == 0. If f2(G) == 0, then /' is in fact a Mobius transformation by Mostow's rigidity theorem [22, 23] . This is due to the fact that quasiconformal maps are absolutely continuous. In fact, /y is the restriction of a Mobius transformation whenever it is absolutely continuous with respect to some measures of L(G) and L(G') [34] . If £1{G) 4= 0 and if/is K-quasiconformal, then /' is, too, K-quasiconformal since L(G) has now zero measure [i, 5, 33] by [40, 34. The quasisymmetric case {n == i) requires some additional considerations which we postpone. Observe that if n == i, then Q(G)/G and £i(G')/G' are always compact.
We now show that 9 is type-preserving also in the remaining cases. Then n>_ 2 and Lemma 3.2 implies that it suffices to show that g e G is parabolic of rank < n if and only if (f{g) e G' is parabolic of rank < n. Define MQ = jQ(G)/G and let p : D(G) -> MQ be the canonical projection. Define MQ, and p' : Q(G') -> M^ similarly and let ^ /^/ /:MG->MG, be the map defined by/. By Theorem 2.4, there is a compact set G' C MQ, such that if g' e G' is an element of infinite order obtained by lifting a loop in a component of M(^\G', then g' is parabolic of rank < TZ.
Let g e G be parabolic of rank < n. By Theorem 2.4,^ can be obtained by lifting a loop in M^/'^G'). Hence 9^) can be obtained by lifting a loop in M^\C' and ist hus parabolic of rank < TZ. Similarly one sees that if g' e G' is parabolic of rank < n, then 9 -l (^) is parabolic of rank < n.
Thus 9 is type-preserving and the map fy of Theorem 3.3 always exists. We show that the map/' defined by/and/y is continuous also ifG contains parabolic elements of rank < n. As above, if n>_ 2 and i2(G) = 0, then/y is a Mobius transformation. We then assume that n>_ 2, 0.{G) + 0 and that/is K-quasiconformal. We show that /' is K-quasiconformal, too. We can assume that /'(oo) == oo. We have already observed in the first paragraph of this proof that /' is K-quasiconformal as soon as it is quasiconformal. We also observed that the quasiconformality of/' follows from the existence of a constant M e [i, oo) such that
We now prove (3.12). We first fix a G-invariant set B C Q(G) such that B/G is compact and that every component of Q(G)\B is a cusp neighbourhood of some parabolic g e G. By Since the number of components of (Q(G)\B)/G is finite, we can assume that there is a component U of Q(G)\B such that Xj e^J'^U) for some ^ e G. We can assume, by passing to a subsequence, that there is a smaller cusp V C U =(= V with the same center Si and vertex u^ as U for which Xj ^^^(V), too. Otherwise there would be a G-invariant set B' C Q.{G) such that B'/G is compact and that B' 3 B U {^. :j > 0} and then (3.10) would imply a contradiction with (3.13).
We next choose similarities o^. and ^. of R" such that a^. We can now apply Theorem 2.11 with substitutions
Let A be the rank of the parabolic fixed points ^ and u^ ofG and G', respectively. Thend oes not depend on i by Lemma 3.2. For S^ we can take any Gg-invariant ^-sphere through 2/2. Now b^ -=f^ = o, b^ ==f^) = ^ and b^ ==f^) = oo. Hence the condition (2.27) is true and since alsô ,, a,, e ^(G) U B) C R"\U, (U, = a,-1 ^(U) = ^(U)), the conditions of Theorem 2.11 are satisfied. Consequently, we can assume that one of the cases a) or b) of Theorem 2.11 occurs. Assume that we have the case a) of Theorem 2.11. Let Vj be the vertex of the cusp Vj. Then ^->^ and thus, since |^| == i, |^-| e [1/2, 2] for big j. Since 0^(0) eL(G), a^^-) e L(G) and a^i) e B, this and (3.10) now imply that there is m>_ i such that \fj(v^ \ £ [1/^3 ^] ifj is big. Now, x^ eVj and since q{fj(Vj)) ->o, a contradiction with (3.13) and (3.14) follows.
In such that i/w< \h{z)\<_m if \z\ = i, implying a contradiction with (3.13) and (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) .
These contradictions prove that (3.12) is true for some M and we have proved that f is quasiconformal.
To conclude the proof, we must still consider the case that n == i, /'(oo) == oo and /' is locally quasisymmetric. Thus we can assume that L(G) consists of more than one point. We can also assume that every g e G is orientation preserving. We utilize the well-known result that there is a quasiconformal map F^ : Since the number of components ofO(G)/G is finite, we see that we can modify FQ to a quasiconformal map F inducing 9 such that F | R ==/'.
We have now completely proved the theorem.
Remarks i. -If we assume in Theorem 3.8 that /: 0.{G) -^ t2(G') is a continuous map inducing 9 and wish to show that 9 is type-preserving and that the map/' defined Remarks i. -Our theorem is stronger than Marden's in the respect that in our case the groups may contain elliptic and orientation reversing elements. On the other hand, Marden assumes that only G is geometrically finite. We can also drop the assumption on geometrical finiteness of G' using Marden's results. These imply that also G' is geometrically finite since now, by a theorem ofSelberg [27] , we can pass to subgroups of finite index in such a way that everything is orientation preserving and torsionless. Then Marden's theorem ( [14, Theorem 8 .1] and [163 p. 10]) implies that a subgroup of G' of finite index is geometrically finite. Hence also G' is and thus the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 are valid. Except for this improvement. Theorem 4.2 is independent of Marden's theorem and the 3-dimensional topology used by him.
2. -An analogue of Theorem 4. i is valid for Mobius groups of R 1 ; in it one assumes that f fixes oo and that^l R is quasisymmetric (cf. [32] ). Also Theorem 4.2 can be modified for n == i; now one must assume that 9 is type-preserving (which follows from the assumptions if n == 2) and the analogue of the condition that f is quasiconformal is that f is locally quasisymmetric. However, the extension need not be a Mobius transformation even iffis locally a Mobius transformation or if ti(G) = 0. This theorem is naturally nothing new in the theory of Fuchsian groups but the interesting point is that this proof is in principle non-topological, that is, we do not have to examine the explicit surface topology of H^G or of H^G'; recall that this was true of the proof of [32] . It is true that our proof of Theorem 3.8 refers to results which make use of the topology but this could be avoided, cf. the remark following Lemma 3.7. We now state a natural generalization of this condition for Kleinian groups of R 2 .
Let H be a quasi-Fuchsian group and let g be a loxodromic Mobius transformation ofR 2 . Then we say that g and H intersect if and only if the fixed points of g are in different components of R^L^H). If 9 : G -> G' is a type-preserving isomorphism of two geometrically finite Mobius groups of R 2 , we say that 9 preserves intersection if, whenever g e G is loxodromic and H C G is a quasi-Fuchsian subgroup, g and H intersect if and only if cp(^) and <p(H) intersect. Observe that then <p(^) is loxodromic and since L(<p(H)) ==j^(L(G)) == a topological circle, (p(H) is also quasi-Fuchsian. Obviously, if 9 preserves intersection, so does 9~1.
We have the following characterization for intersection preserving isomorphisms. Here and in the following fy : L(G) -> L(G') is the map of Theorem 3.3.
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PEKKA TUKIA would suffice for our main theorem 4.7. However, ifL(G) is non-connected, we must add conditions concerning orientation. We would need something like oriented intersection. Since they may be quasi-Fuchsian H C G for which L(G) n D == 0 for some component D of R^L^H), we give it in the following form. We must take care also of subgroups of G corresponding to parabolic fixed points of rank two.
Let 9 : G -> G' be a type-preserving isomorphism of geometrically finite groups of R 2 . Then we say that <p is orientation preserving if it is true that a) if H C G is a quasi-Fuchsian subgroup and g e G is loxodromic, then there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism f of R 2 extending fy \ L(H) such that jW,?)) = ?(?€?)) (FC?) is the attracting fixed point), and b) if H = G,, for some parabolic fixed point of G of rank two, then there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of R 2 inducing 9 | H.
The isomorphism 9 is orientation reversing if a) and b) are true with the words " orientation preserving " replaced by the words <c orientation reversing " and 9 is orientation consistent if it is either orientation preserving or reversing. This terminology is adapted from Maskit [20] .
The following lemma is obvious. Proof. -One sees as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 that it suffices to find a homeomorphism f: D -> D' inducing 9 since then f can be modified to a quasiconformal homeomorphism inducing 9. We now find such an f.
Assume that L(G) is non-connected. Then this is Maskit's theorem in [20, i.8] . We must only verify that Maskit's conditions are satisfied. Otherwise this is clear but we must show that 9 is orientation consistent in Maskit's sense. Let 9 be, say, orientation preserving (in our sense). Let H be a factor subgroup of G ( [21, 2.4]), H and 9(H) are either cyclic groups generated by a parabolic element or are conjugate (in the group of Mobius transformations) to the group whose elements are of the form z -> db z + k, k e Z. Regardless of the case at hand, there is now always both an orientation preserving and reversing homeomorphism R^y} -> R 2^/ {v)} inducing 9 | H.
In case c) H is finite and hence cyclic by our assumptions. Thus H is generated by an elliptic element and since 9 is strongly type-preserving, there is again both an orientation preserving and reversing homeomorphism of R 2 inducing 9 | H.
The case that 9 is orientation reversing is completely similar and thus the theorem is true if L(G) is non-connected.
We then consider the case that L(G) is connected. IfG and G' are quasi-Fuchsian (this is true always if there are no parabolic elements), then our theorem is the classical Fenchel-Nielsen theorem [15, 31] . If L(G) is not a circle, then the existence of such an f is also more or less known although I have not found it in the literature. Using Maskit's theorem we can reason as follows. Let H C G, H' = 9(H) C G' be torsionless subgroups of finite index such that every geHuW is orientation preserving; by [27, Lemma 8] there are such groups. Thus D is H-invariant and L(H) = L(G). Then H has a connected structure [20, 4 .1] (the stabilizers of structure loops are now parabolic groups) and by [20, 6.4 Consequently we can transform the situation by conformal mappings to the following one: G and G' are finitely generated Mobius groups of H 2 such that there is a homeomorphism h of H 2 inducing 9 | H where H is a subgroup of finite index. It follows that 9 satisfies the Fenchel-Nielsen intersecting-axis condition and thus there is a homeomorphism ofH 2 inducing 9 ( [15, 31] ). This homeomorphism can then be transferred back to a homeomorphism D -> D'.
